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Abstract

This paper describes the approach we took to create a machine learning model for the PAN 2021 Authorship Verification Task. The goal of this task is to predict if a given pair of documents are written
by the same author. For each document pair, we extracted stylometric features from the documents
and used the absolute difference between the feature vectors as input to our classifier. Our new model
is similar to out last year’s model with minor improvements to the feature set and the classifier. We
trained two models on the two small and large datasets which achieved AUCs of 0.967 and 0.972 in the
final evaluations.
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1. Introduction
This paper presents our approach for the Authorship Verification Shared Task [1] at PAN
2021[2]. The objective of this task was to create a model that would be able to predict if two
given documents were written by the same person. This year’s shared task used the same
training data as last year, but is more challenging because the “test set [is] made entirely of
unseen authors and topics.”1 This requires our model to be both topic agnostic and work robustly
in an open-world setting. Our new model follows our approach[3] from the PAN2020 authorship
verification task [4] with improvements made to address these new challenges.
The dataset provided for this task was compiled by Bischoff et al. [5] and contains English
documents from fanfiction.net. Each record in the dataset consists of two documents which may
or may not be written by the same person and the fandom that each document was categorized
under. The ground truth specifies the author identifiers for each document and the prediction
target indicating if the two documents were written by the same person. The training dataset
for the shared task was available in two sizes: a smaller dataset with 52, 590 records and a
larger dataset with 275, 486 records, with each document containing on average about 21, 000
characters and 4, 800 tokens.
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2. Approach
The goal of the PAN 2021 authorship verification shared task [2] was to predict if two given
documents (𝐷𝑖 and 𝐷𝑗 ) were written by the same person. We modeled this as a binary classification problem, in which the input to our classifier is a feature vector encoding the two
documents (𝑋) and the target variable (𝑌 ), indicating whether or not the two documents were
written by the same author.
We trained two models (trained on the smaller and larger datasets) using an identical approach
for both datasets. Our approach was implemented on Python primarily using NLTK [6] and
Scikit Learn [7] libraries, and the source code is available at: https://github.com/janithnw/
pan2021_authorship_verification.

2.1. Preparing the datasets
We divided the provided small and large datasets into training and testing sets, with the training
sets roughly containing 75% of the total records. Since the model needs to work in an openworld setting, we needed to ensure that the authors included in the training set did not appear
in the test set. To do this split, we started by iterating through all the authors in the dataset.
Then, we randomly decided for each author if they would be placed in the training set (with a
75% chance) or the testing set (with a 25% chance). Then for each selected author, we also find
all the other authors that appear with them in the dataset and include those authors and their
associated records into the same partition as the original author. Note that we do this search in
a recursive manner so that once a single author is included in a partition, all the authors that
they appear with, and all the other authors that the newly selected authors appear with, are all
included in the same training or test dataset. However, we did not take into account the topics
(or fandoms) when doing these splits. Therefore it is possible that both the training and testing
sets contain fan-fictions written about the same fandom.

2.2. Preprocessing
We ran each document in the dataset through a series of pre-processing steps before feature
extraction. The outputs of the preprocessing steps are stored together with the document, which
is passed to the feature extraction step in our pipeline. We will use the following sentence as a
running example in this section:
“The Soviets had already been merciless, ruthless as the next army.”
Tokenizer: We used the NLTK’s casual_tokenize method, which uses their TweetTokenizer
to tokenize the documents. Our initial observations found this method to perform better at handling punctuation marks and words than the default Treebank Word Tokenizer. The tokenized
version of the document is stored to be used in the next pre-processing steps and to be used in
feature extraction steps.

Part-of-Speech (POS) Tagging: We used NLTK’s Perceptron Tagger to perform the parts
of speech tagging. The POS tags are stored together with the document, which are used in the
next preprocessing steps and in feature extraction. The following would be the output of our
POS-tagger for the example sentence above:
[(’The’, ’DT’), (’Soviets’, ’NNPS’), (’had’, ’VBD’),
(’already’, ’RB’), (’been’, ’VBN’), (’merciless’, ’RB’),
(’,’, ’,’), (’ruthless’, ’NN’), (’as’, ’IN’), (’the’, ’DT’),
(’next’, ’JJ’), (’army’, ’NN’), (’.’, ’.’)]

Generating a Partial Parse Tree (POS Tag Chunking): We trained a Maxent (Maximum

Entropy) classifier using the CoNLL 2000 corpus[8] to do POS tag chunking following the example
provided by Birdet al. [9] in their NLTK book (Chapter 07). The following would be the output of our
parser for the example sentence above:
(S
(NP
(VP
(NP
,/,
(NP
(PP
(NP

The/DT Soviets/NNPS)
had/VBD already/RB been/VBN)
merciless/NN)
ruthless/NN)
as/IN)
the/DT next/JJ army/NN))

2.3. Features
This section lists the features that we extracted from the preprocessed data. Most of these features are
used in our previous work [3] and are commonly used in previous stylometry work [10]. We used some
features that are described in Writeprints feature set [11]. We also believed that the syntactic structure
of sentences would provide valuable signals to the classifier. Following prior work [12, 13], we included
POS-Tag n-grams and partial parses (or POS-Tag chunks) as part of our feature set. The use of parse trees
to extract stylometric features, called syntactic dependency-based n-grams of POS tags, was introduced
by Sidorov et al. [14]. We used a slightly different approach to encode parse tree features (described
below), capturing how different noun and verb phrases are constructed.
Several of our features described below are computed in terms of TF-IDF values. We used SKLearn’s
TFIDFVectorizer to compute the TF-IDF vectors for the documents. We set the min_df parameter
to be 0.1 to ignore tokens that have a document frequency less than 10%. Features that are new or
changed in this year’s model are denoted with an asterisk (*).
• Character n-grams*: TF-IDF values for character n-grams, where 1 ≥ 𝑛 ≥ 3. In our last year’s
model, we included up to character-6-grams. We believed this resulted in our model being slightly
affected by topic similarities[15]. To avoid this bias, our current model only includes character
tri-grams.
• POS-Tag n-grams: TF-IDF value of POS-Tag tri-grams.
• Special Characters: TF-IDF values for 31 pre-defined special characters.
• Frequency of Function Words*: Frequencies of 851 common English words2 .
• Average number of characters per word: The average number of characters per token.
• Distribution of word-lengths (1-10): The fraction of tokens of length 𝑙, where 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 10
2
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• Vocabulary Richness*: In this year’s model, we included several measures of vocabulary richness. The first is the ratio of hapax-legomena and dis-legomena, which was included in last
year’s model. Here, hapax-legomena is the number of words that only occur once in the document and dis-legomena is the number of words that occur twice. In addition, we included the
following measures: Type-token ratio, Guiraud’s R[16], Herdan’s C[17, 18], Dugast’s k and U[19],
Maas’ 𝑎2 [20], Tuldava’s LN[21], Brunet’s W[22], Carroll’s CTTR[23], Summer’s S, Sichel’s S[24],
Michéa’s M[25], Honoré’s H[26], Herdan’s 𝑉𝑚 [27], entropy, Yule’s K[28], and Simpson’s D[29].
We used the implementation of these algorthms in the Python textcomplexity package3 .
• POS-Tag Chunks: TF-IDF values for Tri-grams of POS-Tag chunks. Here, we consider the tokens at the second level of our parse tree. For example, for the sentence above, the input to our
vectorizer would be [’NP’, ’VP’, ’NP’, ’,’, ’NP’, ’IN’, ’NP’, ’.’].
• POS chunk construction: TF-IDF values of each noun phrase, verb phrase, and prepositional
phrase expansion. For the sentence above, these expansions are [’NP[DT NNPS]’, ’VP[VBD
RB VBN]’, ’NP[NN]’, ’NP[NN]’, ’NP[DT JJ NNP]’]

• Stop-word and POS tag hybrid tri-grams*: To capture stylistic information about word order
while also preventing topic related biases, we replaced all the words other than the function words
with their part-of-speech tag and computed the TF-IDF values of the tri-grams from this modified
text. Similar methods of text distortion have been used successfully in previous studies[30, 31].
• Part-of-Speech tag ratios* Following the work of Castro-Castro et al. [32] who computed the
ratio of nouns and adjectives, we calculated the proportion of all parts of speech tags in the Penn
Treebank POS Tag collection in an attempt to better capture the syntactic composition of the text.
• Unique spellings*: The fraction of words that are present in the document that belong to each
of the following dictionaries: commonly misspelled English words4 , common typos when communicating online 5 , common errors with determiners 6 , British spelling of words 7 , and popular
online abbreviations 89 .
We fit our feature extractors on the training sets. We also standardize features by removing the
mean and scaling to unit variance. Then, we take the absolute vector difference between the feature
vectors corresponding to each document pair. We then apply a secondary scaling step to ensure that the
vector differences are standardized as well. This step was necessary for the stochastic gradient descent
algorithm that we used to train our logistic regression classifier. More formally, given documents 𝐷𝑖
and 𝐷𝑗 , we represent their scaled feature vectors as 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑋𝑗 . Then we compute the vector difference
as 𝑋 = |𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑗 |. Then the input to our classifier will be the scaled version of 𝑋.

2.4. Classifier
We computed the features for each document pair in the two datasets (smaller and larger) as described
in the previous section. Our previous experience showed that Logistic Regression classifier worked
the best with our approach. Since the complete feature matrix cannot be stored in-memory, we used
a Stochastic Gradient Descent training algorithm with a logarithmic loss function, which results in a
logistic regression classifier. We used SKLearn’s SGDClassifier implementation. We found the best
value for the alpha parameter using RandomizedSearchCV and running the search on a sample of
training records. We ran the SGDClassifier for 50 iterations.
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3. Results
Table 1 shows the results of our two models under different test datasets and settings. The models
are evaluated on 5 measures: area under the ROC curve (AUC), F1-score, c@1 (a variant of the F1-score,
which rewards systems that leave difficult problems unanswered [33]), F_0.5u (a measure that puts more
emphasis on deciding same-author cases correctly [34]), and the complement of the Brier score [35]. We
submitted our smaller model during the early submission phase. These results were obtained before we
incorporated the new vocabulary richness measures, stop-word and POS tag hybrid tri-grams features,
POS tag ratios, and unique spellings to our feature set. Table 1 shows the results of our two models
under different settings. Once the final models were trained, we deployed these models to the TIRA
evaluation system [36] provided by the PAN 2021 organizers where the models were evaluated on an
unseen dataset.
Table 1
Results from our local evaluations, early submissions, and the final evaluations
Description

AUC

C@1

F0.5U

F1-Score

Brier

Small dataset, local test set
Small dataset, early submission
Small dataset, Final evaluation
Large dataset, local test set
Large dataset, Final evaluation

0.965
0.955
0.967
0.967
0.972

0.903
0.890
0.910
0.909
0.917

0.928
0.894
0.907
0.918
0.916

0.903
0.889
0.927
0.915
0.926

0.925
0.919
0.929
0.928
0.934

4. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we presented the approach for an authorship verification model that works robustly in
an open-world setting under varying topics. Our approach is an improvement over our earlier model
which was submitted to PAN 2020 Authorship Verification task. Most of the improvements are made by
incorporating new features.
We would also like to discuss other ideas that we attempted to include but were not successful. We
attempted to split each document into a few smaller documents and train a model on a larger number
of smaller documents. We hoped by doing so we will be able to simulate having multiple documents
per author and therefore be able to do multiple comparisons across the two authors. We expected
the aggregated results of multiple comparisons would result in better performance or serve as another
measure for classifier confidence which we could then use to leave out low confidence predictions. Our
current attempts to use this strategy did not result in better performance values. We also attempted
to encode features extracted from dependency parses. The performance gain after incorporating these
features were very minimal. We ended up not including the dependency parse features due to the
significant computing power required to do dependency parsing.
Our work shows that, by selecting features that are less likely to encode topic information, it is
possible to train a topic agnostic authorship verification model that works well in open-world settings.
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